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Abstract
We consider a poloidal current flowing over the surface of a conducting
cylinder of length I and radius a. We calcúate exactly the force on a surface
current element belonging to this cylinder due to the remainder of the
circút with Ampère and Grassmann's expressions. We conclude that the
formulae agree with one another for any value of lla. We then generalize
this result for any current element belonging to a closed surface or volumetric currents of arbitrarv forms.

1. Statement of the controversy
Whittaker showed that there is a family of expressions describing the electrodynamic interaction between Çurrent elements, one forÍnula differing from another by a total derivative whose contribution to a line integral around a closed
contour is always zero llf, Vol. L, pp. 67-93. Then, if we
have the interaction of a closed circuit with another one, or
just with a current element belonging to this other circuit,
all the differences between the expressions cited above
vanish. And what would happen if the current element was
part of the closed circuit? In this situation we cannot use
linear current elements as a diverglng problem will appear.
The correct way of dealing with this kind of interaction is
making use of surface or volumetric current densities [2, 3].
Although there is a family of equivalent expressions, we
prefer to discussjust the ones that are inside the context of
an electrodynamic theory. Therefore, in this work we shall
just discuss two force expressions: those of Ampère and
Grassmann.
These are the two main expressions for calculating forces
between current carrying circuits. The first one was obtained
by Ampère between 1820 and 7826, based on his experiments to explain Oersted's discovery of the deflection of a
magnetized needle by a current carrying conductor, in 1820:
[1], Vol. 1, pp.84-88 and14,5l. The secondexpressionwas
proposedtheoreticallyby Grassmannin 1845:16,7).
In the International System of Units MKSA, Ampère and
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Grassmann's expressionsfor the force exerted by the current
element I, dr,, localized at r1, acting on the current element
I, drr, localized at rr, can be written as, respectively:
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where Fo = 4n x 10-7 kgmC-2 is the vacuum permeability,
rii = lri - til is the distance between the current elements
and ìr,: rijlrij is the unit vector pointing from Ii üi to It
dr,. In Grassmann's expressiondB1(rr)is the magnetic field
This expressionfor
at r, due to the current element I;üi.
the magnetic field was first proposed by Biot and Savart in
1820.
Ampère's expression is the only one compatible with
Weber's force and Weber's electrodynamics [8], Chapter 4.
Grassmann's expression,on the other hand, is the only one
compatible with Lorentz's force and classical electrodynamics. Nowadays, it is difïïcult to find Ampère's force in
any textbook dealing with electromagnetism.Despite this
fact, it was accepted during the last century, as can be seen
from Maxwell's statement(see[9], Vol. 2, Ãrt.528,p. 175):
"The experimentalinvestigationby which Ampère established
the laws of the mechanicalaction betweenelectric currents is
in science.The whole,
one of the most brilliant achievements
theory and experiment,seemsas if it had leaped,full grown and
full armed,from the brain of the 'Newton of Electricity'.It is
perfectin form and unassailabiein accuracy.and it is summed
up in a formula from which all the phenomenamay be deduced,
and which must alwaysremain the cardinal formula of electrodynamics."
It should be remarked that Maxwell knew not only
Ampère's force but also Grassmann's one (see [9], YoI. 2,
Art. 526, p. 174). In his Treatise, Maxwell compared these
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air separation of typically 1cm length (where electric arcs or
sparks will appear closing the electrical current). Alternatively they may be filled with liquid mercury which allow
"Of these four different assumptions that of Ampère is
the passageof current. With both kinds of gaps the part abc
undoubtedly the best, since it is the only one which makes the
is free to move or we can measure the net force acting on it
forces on the two elements not only equal and opposite but in
(due to the remainder of the current) employing a torsion
the straight line which joins them."
balance,for instance.
We would like to point out two main properties which
The main question is: in these situations,will the net force
distinguish these two expressions: (1) while the principle of acting on abc calculated with Ampère's expression always
action and reactron, d2Fri -6zFii, is always satisfied by
agreewith that calculated with Grassmann's one? There is
Ampère's force, the same does not happen in general with
no clear answer to this question up to now, despite the 150
Grassmann's one: (II\ Grassmann'sforce is always perpen- years of the controversy. The answer to this question is one
dicular to the direction of the current in the element which of the main topics of this work. The principal diÍficulty
suffers the force, no matter the direction of the magnetic which arises when we consider this question theoretically
field. This means that it does not allow longitudinal inter- are the divergenceswhich appear when we try to utilize eqs
actions between çolinear and parallel current elements, (1) and (2) to calculate the forces.Only recently Wesley has
while these longitudinal interactions aÍe predicted by proposed a method to handle these divergences [2, I2-l4f
Ampère's force, at least between current elements.
and [15], Chapter 6. Utilizing his method and a few other
Despite these differences, it has been known since last techniques
[3] it is possible to achieve a definitive conclucentury that both expressionsare equivalent to one another sion regarding the controversy Ampère versus Grassmann's
when we calculate the net force exerted by a closed circuit of force.
arbitrary form on an external current element. The reason
To give an idea of the order of magnitude of these forces
for this remarkable fact is that the difference between we quote here experiments by Peoglos utilizing these two
Ampère and Grassmann's expressionsis an exact differential topologies (rectangular or square circuits). With continuous
which integrates to zero around any closed circuit. A proof currents of 1A, copper wires of 7.2mm diameter and a
of this fact can be found in [8], Section 4.5; [10], pp. 55-58; square circuit 10 cm wide, he measured with a torsion
and [11]. This means that we cannot distinguish between balance forces between 10- 7-10-o 11 [16]. Moyssides,
these two expressionswhen dealing with two or more closed working with continuous currents in the range 35-140 A,
circuits. Recently, people have been trying to distinguish copper wires of 1-3 mm and a rectangular circuit like that of
Ampère's from Grassmann's force dealing with a single Fig. 1(B) with sides of 48 and l24cm measured forces
closed circuit composed of mobile or free parts, as in Figs b e t w e e n1 0 - 3 a n d 1 0 - ' ? N ; t 2 1 .
1(A) and (B).
Beyond the net force on a piece of a closed circuit, it has
The circuits abcda are closed ones where a current .I also been recently discussed the tension T represented in
flows, generated by a battery or by the discharge of a capa- Fig. 1(A). According to Grassmann's force, d.ÍP : I ü x B,
çitor bank. The rigid metallic part abc is called the bridge there can never exist a force parallel to I dr, no matter the
[Fig. 1(A)] or the pi frame [Fig. 1(B)]. The rigid metallic value and direction of the magnetic field B. Accordingly, a
part cda is called the support, usually fixed in the laborstraight current carrying wire should not suffer any tension.
atory. At a and c there are gaps disconnecting mechanically On the other hand, if we calculate with Ampère's expression
the wire abc to the support cda. These gaps may be a simple the force between ab and bc, see Fig. 1(A), we obtain that ab
and bc repel one another, and this could generate a tension
-).+
T in the wire. Modern experiments have confirmed the existence of such a tension.
These experiments are known as exploding wire phenomena. Although these explosions have been known for a
long time [18], in the last decadesthe greatest interest has
been in the quantitative explanation of this fact. A typical
experiment is that of Graneau [19], which can be represented by Fig. 1(A). The straight wire abc is made of aluminium with 1 mm diameter and 1 m length. At a and c
there are aft gaps of 1cm. The current source is a capacitor
bank not represented in the figure. When it is discharged,
electrical arcs appear at a and c closing the current, while
keeping abc disconneçted mechanically from cda. In
Graneau's experiment the peak value of the current was
7000 A, and abc was broken in several pieces. The main
question is to know the source of the force or tension
responsible for this remarkable effect.
A qualitative explanation for this fact could be the
heating and melting of the wire due to the Joule effect. This
explanation has been ruled out after the microscopic
analysis of the fragments, which revealed breaking in solid
state due to a meçhanical tension [19].
Fig. 1. Two closedcircúts with mobile parts.

two expressions
and two otherswhich he himselfhad proposedtheoretically(see[9], Vol. 2, Ãrt. 527, p. 174):
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There are other features of these experiments: the force
responsiblefor the breaking of the wire is proportional to
12; the piece abc breaks approximately in the middle, then
each half breaks again in the middle and so on, until the
limit when the length of the fragment is of the same order of
magnitude as its diameter. Graneau has been able to explain
quantitatively all these features utilizing Ampère's force.
We can illustrate these explanations with Fig. 2. We have
a straight wire of length / and diameter @ caffyrng a current
/. We divided it in two arbitrary parts 1 and 2 of lengths x
and / - x, respectively. Calculating the force between 1 and
2 with Grassmann's expression yields a null result, as
expected.On the other hand, the force between 1 and 2 with
Ampère's expressionis found to be given by [3]:
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Here C is a dimensionlessconstant of the order of unity.
Its specific value depends on the form of the cross section of
the wire. This force is repulsive if F > 0 and attractive if
F<0.
If , > ú), as usual, this expression indicates a repulsion
between 1 and 2, generating a tension T in the wire. Moreover, this tension is found to be proportional to 12. Frxrng I
and @ and varying x, the greatest tension happens at
x: U2. This indicates that the wire should break first
around this point. The order of magnitude of this tension
can be obtained utilizing Graneau's data : I :7000 A,
and x:112. This yieldsT=30N/
/:Lm, a:l.2mm
mm2. This is of the right order of magnitude necessary to
break an aluminium wire in this case [20], p. 48. Fixing
x : Il2, shows that the tension tends to zeto when I x a, so
that the wire should stop breaking when becoming so small.
And all these facts are observed experimentally l2ll.
Until today no other explanation has been able to
account quantitatively for so many facts.
Another kind of experiment is known as railgun. In this
case we observe compression instead of tension. A description of this experiment can be found in Fig. 3, adapted from

122J.

We have a rectangular circuit made up by the metallic
rails A and B fixed in the laboratory by the lateral wood
supports D. The metallic projectile a çloses the circuit and
can move along the rails. The current source at C is a çapacitor bank. The metallic conductors B are thin and do not
support compression, contrary to what happens with the
thick conductors A. The rails A and B were pinned together
to the wood beams at p.
When closing the switch S, with the fixed projectile, a
current flowed along the circuit, deforming the thin rails B.
In this experiment capacitor banks of 8 pF charged to 80kV
yield current pulses of 100kA. The length of the projectile
was 25 cm, of the rail A 200cm and of the thin rail B 30cm'
all made of copper.

Fig.3. A railgunexperiment.
Calculating the net force on the projectile due to the
whole circuit yields the same result with Ampère or Grassmann's expressions:the force is orthogonal to the projectile
pointing away from the capacitor bank. The main question
is: where is the reaction to this force and what object suffers
the recoil force? Is it the rails A and B, or the source at C,
or the magnetic field? To say that the reaction is stored in
the electromagnetic field violates momentum or energy conservation, as shown in 123-251. On the other hand, the
experiment showed that the rails B suffered a force of compression, as evidenced by their longitudinal deformation.
This compression cannot be due to Grassmann's force as it
is always perpendicular to the current. Graneau explained
quantitatively this compression utilizing Ampère's force
lz4l.According to him, this is due to the fact that the projectile a exerts a vertical downward force on the rails B util:u,ing Ampère's expression. As the rails B are pinned to A
and cannot move, they suffer a compression due to this
force.
These two experiments (exploding wire and railgun) show
the existence of longitudinal forces in current carrying conductors. Grassmann's expression can never explain these
effects. In this work we show that Ampère's force cannot
account for them either, as there is a complete equivalence
between these two expressionswhen considering closed circuits.
2. Preliminary results

I
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I
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Fig. 2. A straight current carrying wire.
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Let us consider the surface cylinder in Fig. 4. The cylinder
has a length / and its cross section is a circumferençe of
radius a. There is an uniform poloidal current flowing over
its surface, with a surface current density K : (I lDô. We
shall calculate the force exerted by the whole cylinder on a
surface current element of itself. Instead of using the linear
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currentdensity.
Fig. 4. A cylinderwith a poloidalsurface

eqs (1) and (2), we replace on them the linear current elements 1 dr by K ds, where ds is an element of area (see
details in [3]). To simplify the calculation we consider the
surface current element at (a, n12,0) [in cylindrical coordinates (p, ó, z)]. By symmetry, the force exerted by the cylinder on this current element is in the direction y. Ampère and
Grassmann's force are, respectively:
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To this end we shall employ a geometric proof. The generalization of this reasoning for circuits with volumetric
current densitiescan be easily carried out by analogy.
Consider the generic closed çircuit f of Fig. 5(a) in which
flows a current / over its surface. We want to compare
Ampère and Grassmann's forces exerted on the surface
current element ô of area ds. The radius of curvature at ô is
representedby a. As the force exerted by the surface current
element ô on itself is zero with both expressions, we only
need to know the force exerted by the remainder of the
circuit on it. In Fig. 5(b) we have represented a cylinder ft
of length / and radius a and a circuit fr . This circuit f, is
similar to f at all points, except those near the cylinder f r.
There is a uniform distance d between the cylinder f t and
the equivalent cylinder of the circuit fr. When d --+0 we
have fr * f z- f. That is, f, plus f, reduceto f, Fig.5(c).
(a)

Fo :9

X

2 sin ó(l - sin ,f)
ltt + 2a2(l - sin ó)f't'

(4)

rc:- r opol2alds
l',t o, Jo
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On evaluating the integrals above the results are:
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and K is the complete elliptic integral of the
where ,: ,/a
first kind 126),pp.907-908.
It is important to note that the result in eq. (6) is exact for
any value of lla. This means that the force on the surface
current element of the cylinder, exerted by the whole cylinder, is the same either for Ampère's force or Grassmann's
one.
If we make / --+0 in eq. (6) the result goes to infinity. This
shows what we have cited before: the divergence that
appear when using the expressions(1) and (2) for calculating
forces between touching current elements.
Now, we shall generalize this equivalence for any
geometry.

(c)

3. Complete equivalence
We shall prove here the following theorem.
Theorem: The net force on a current element due to the
closed circuit of arbitrary form to which it belongs, has the
same value according to Grassmann and Ampère's expressions. Moreover, this net force will always be orthogonal to
the current element.

Fig. 5. Circúts utilized to prove the eqúvalence between Ampère and
Grassmann's forces.
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The direction of the current flow in each circuit is representedin Fig. 5(b).
Proof of the theorem: The net force on ô in Fig. 5(b) can
be divided in two parts: the first one, due to the cylinder f t ;
and the second one, due to the closed circuit fr. The force
exerted by f, on ô has the same value for Ampère and
Grassmann'sexpressionsas it is a closed circuit acting on a
current element external to it: [8], Section a.5; [10], pp.
55-58; and [11].As regards the force exertedby the cylinder f, in ô, we have showed in Section 2 utill.z,ingthe circuit
of Fig. 4 that it also has the same value for both expressions
[eq. (6)]. This means that the net force on ô of Fig. 5(b) is
given by the same value according to Grassmann or
Ampère's expressions. Although this net force depends on
the value of d, the equivalence between Ampère and Grassmann's expressionsis independent of d. And when d -- 0, the
force exerted by f t plus the force exerted by f , on ô tend to
the force exerted by f [Fig. 5(a)] on ô, as can be seenin Fig.
5(c).
We have then proved that the force exerted by a closed
circuit of arbitrary form on a current element belonging to it
has the same value for Ampère and Grassmann's expressions. As Grassmann's force is always orthogonal to the
element suffering the force, the same wiil be valid for
Ampère's force in the case of a closed conductor. We have
shown these facts in greater details with specific circuits in

t3l.
These are curious results. On the one hand, Grassmann's
force has incorporated Ampère's force property of yielding
no net force in the whole closed circuit. On the other hand,
Ampère's force has incorporated Grassmann's force property of yielding no longitudinal forces.

reduction in the tensilestressnecessaryto break a wire. This
decreasein the tensile stressof the wire might be due to the
increaseof temperaturein the metal during the discharge.It
is reasonableto expect this behaviour in any metallic wire,
We did not perform this analysis in [33] as we were unable
to find tables giving the tensile stress of metals as a function
of temperature.
As these experiments (exploding wires and railgun) cannot
distinguish Grassmann and Ampère's expressions,a possibility to distinguish these different formulations of electromagnetism is to consider directly Weber and Lorentz's
forces. As we have seen,from Weber's force we derive only
Ampère's force, but not Grassmann's one, while from
Lorentz's force (or from Liénard-Schwarzschild's one) we
derive only Grassmann's force, but not Ampère's one, [8],
Sections4.2, 4.4 and 6.3. If one can show which one of these
forces (Weber or Lorentz) is the wrong one, then we could
distinguish between Weber's electrodynamics and classical
electrodynamics,which is based on Lorentz's force. Some
experiments involving charged particles moving inside
dielectric charged spherical shells \ryereproposed in order to
distinguish Weber's force from Lorentz's one, as they yield
different predictions in these cases [34, 35]. This might lead
to important new results in the near future.
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